SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER REPORT

Welcome back from Winter Break. In another month, the weather will begin to warm
up, and as spring gets a little closer, you will notice the sun rising a little earlier as you come to
school in the morning. Please be observant of School Security Officers as they direct vehicle
traffic each morning. We have had several “close calls” in the past at this time, from students
and parents driving blind into the sun with a dirty windshield. If you can’t see them, please
slow down & clean your windshield to avoid hitting a pedestrian. The same goes for slowing or
stopped traffic. Please be kind to one another while in the parent drop off loop, pick a lane
and stay in it. Be courteous to one another as well, parents and security have reported several
road rage incidents. We need to set good examples for our children.
*****Also as the weather gets warmer and temperatures rise, burglaries rise as well. Keep your
car doors locked and valuables out of sight. Late at night thieves may be on the prowl and in
your neighborhood. We take many reports regarding theft from vehicles around this time, don’t
be a statistic.*****

Parents:
Let your children know, a trend that School Administrators intend to deter is, if they decide to
record any physical fights on their smart phones, and upload that video to social media or even
send it electronically to others, they will be suspended.
Some of the latest trend in the schools include fights and harassment. Marijuana use on
campus has also gone up. You have every right to go through your child’s room to ensure they
are not using. Some of the keys to determining if your child is smoking marijuana is finding
lighters, over-the-counter eye drops for redness, bedrooms with a high concentration of Axe
spray or other cheap cologne smell, with windows open. Unmarked, Carmex-type containers
with brown waxy substances are not lip gloss; It’s sap-like and either smoked or put in ecigarettes. Wax marijuana has a very high concentration of THC, the active ingredient in
marijuana, and can lead to overdose in some cases. Mushrooms (‘shrooms), a form of
Psilocybin is also on the rise. It causes hallucinations, and students who we find are using, seem
to be very lethargic and “out of it.”

And if students are aware of someone “dealing” in the schools, they can always anonymously
report it to a counselor, any security officer or administrator.

TO END IT IN THE SCHOOLS, WE NEED THEM TO REPORT IT!

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions
or concerns.
Officer B. Wysong 938-0341 ben.wysong@rrps.net and
Officer C. Beck 938-0349 chris.beck@rrps.net

